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Abstract

In most western societies, marital fertility began to decline in the nineteenth century.  But
in Ireland, fertility in marriage remained stubbornly high into the twentieth century.  Explanations
of Ireland’s late entry to the fertility transition focus on the influence of the Roman Catholic Church
in Irish society. These arguments are often backed up by claims that the Irish outside of Ireland
behaved the same way.  This paper investigates these claims by examining the marital fertility of
Irish Americans in 1910.  This investigation yields three conclusions.  First, the Irish in America had
smaller families than both the rural and urban Irish and their fertility patterns show clear evidence
of fertility control.  Second, despite the evidence of control, Irish-Americans continued to have large
families, much larger, in fact, than the U.S. native-born population. The fertility differential between
these populations was not due to differences in other population characteristics.   Rather it was due
to the fact that conditional on characteristics, Irish-Americans chose to have larger families.  Third,
the differential fertility patterns of Irish-Americans were not just due to the effects of being
immigrants.  Germans and English immigrants also had higher fertility than the native-born
population, but to a much larger extent than for the Irish, this higher fertility could be explained by
the population characteristics of these groups. 

Preliminary, comments welcome.  Please do not cite without permission from the authors.  This
paper is part of a larger project on the fertility transition in Ireland.  Oliver Linton is part of the
larger project and provided useful econometric guidance here.
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The Irish were quite late participants in the fertility transition.  In most western European

societies marital fertility had started to decline by the 1880s at the latest, but in Ireland it showed

little decline before the turn of the twentieth century.  The crude birth rate in Ireland did fall in

the late-nineteenth century, but this was due to increases in the age at marriage and the fraction

of the population that never married.  Among those who did marry, fertility remained high. It is

not true, however, that the Irish exhibited no fertility control in marriage before the 1920s. 

Census data reveal a modest fertility transition was underway by 1911.  David et al (1988) find

that significant minorities of Irish women in urban areas were controlling their fertility by 1911. 

Ó Gráda and Duffy (1995) and Guinnane (1997) further show that fertility patterns in rural areas

varied with religion and social class.  Yet despite this evidence of fertility control, the Irish

continued to have large families.

 Discussions of this phenomenon tend to focus on cultural factors -- namely, the Catholic

Church and its views on sexuality and women.  But some scholars argue that the distinctiveness

of Irish fertility patterns owes more to economic than to cultural factors.  Industrialization

progressed much more slowly in Ireland than in other parts of western Europe.  At the turn of the

century, Ireland was still predominantly agricultural, and as a consequence, Irish women had few

work opportunities outside the home.  Moreover, emigration reduced the pressure on farming

couples to limit family size.  The costs and benefits of children were different in Ireland than in

other parts of Europe and these differences may explain why the Irish lagged behind other

western Europeans in reducing marital fertility (Ó Gráda 1993: Ch. 5;  Guinnane 1997).

This debate mirrors the more general debate about the causes of the fertility transition. 

Explanations of fertility transitions are divided into two groups – innovation/diffusion and



1For a recent survey of the historiography of the Irish in the U.S., see Doyle (1999).  The
Irish went to several countries, including Canada, Australia, and Great Britain, but the
overwhelming majority went to the U.S.  Our focus on the Irish in the U.S. also reflects in part
the availability of large national datasets with a fertility question similar to that found in the
1911 Irish Census.  Several researchers have compiled smaller samples from parts of Canada and
Great Britain which we hope to use in future studies.
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adjustment.  The innovation/diffusion view states that the adoption of fertility control within a

population represents a new behavior originating in new knowledge or changes in the moral

acceptability of contraception.  The adjustment explanation, on the other hand, states that

fertility control reflects couples’ rational adaptation to changing economic and social

circumstances.  The debate over Irish fertility patterns is a microcosm of this more general

debate.  The cultural explanations of Irish fertility patterns assert that the Irish maintained moral

objections to limiting family size; the economic explanations assert instead that high marital

fertility was a rational response to the costs and benefits of having children.

One method of investigating the determinants of Irish marital fertility in the early

twentieth century would be to look for differences in fertility choices across different groups in

Ireland.  Did Catholics have more children than Protestants?  Were there class differences in

family size?  Such an investigation is underway (Guinnane, Moehling, and Ó Gráda 2001).  This

paper, however, takes a different tack, looking instead beyond the shores of Ireland for insights

into Irish fertility.  For much of the nineteenth century over one-quarter of every Irish birth

cohort immigrated to the United States.1  Irish immigrants brought with them their cultural

heritage but encountered very different economic and social conditions.  Arguments of the

distinctiveness of Irish demographic patterns are often “clinched” by claiming that Irish

Americans behaved the same way.  But these claims are usually not backed up by data.  There
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has, in fact, been very little research comparing directly the demographic behavior of the Irish in

America to the demographic behavior of the Irish in Ireland.  Moreover, comparisons of the

behavior Irish immigrants and the U.S. native-born population do not always support the cultural

distinctness arguments.  For instance, Foley and Guinnane (1997) have shown that the nuptial

patterns of the Irish in the U.S. were not that different than those of the native-born. 

The U.S. provides a great laboratory for the study of the role of culture in fertility and

other individual and household decisions.  In the U.S., groups with very different cultural

traditions live side-by-side.  Discrimination often leads to an unfair playing field, but ethnic

differences in economic opportunities in the U.S. are smaller than the differences in economic

opportunities across countries.  This paper focuses on two sets of comparisons.  First, we

compare the fertility patterns of Irish immigrants a century or so ago to the fertility patterns of

native-born whites of native parentage.  The fertility transition began early in the U.S.  By 1910,

native couples in urban areas had on average only three children.  The fertility patterns of this

population represent the effects of fertility control and therefore provide a baseline for

examining the extent of fertility control among Irish immigrants.  We also compare Irish-

American fertility to the fertility of two other immigrant groups: the English and the German. 

These comparisons help us distinguish the effect of being Irish from the effect of being an

immigrant.  Immigrants self-selected to come to the U.S.  We would expect that immigrants, as a

group, differed in unobservable ways not only from the populations they left behind but also

from the U.S. native-born population.  In addition, there are certain aspects of the immigrant

experience that likely varied little across ethnic groups such as the separation from family, the

disorientation of being in a new place, and the necessity of establishing new social networks.  To
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the extent that these factors influenced fertility behavior, the fertility patterns of immigrants as a

group would have differed from the those of the native-born.  The Germans and the English are

natural comparison groups for the Irish.  Like the Irish, the Germans had been immigrating to the

U.S. for generations and had had the opportunity to establish communities and institutions which

maintained the cultural traditions of their homeland.  Moreover, a substantial fraction of German

immigrants were Catholic.  The English are, of course, the perennial comparison group for the

Irish because of the geographic proximity of their homelands, their shared language, and their

interwoven histories. 

Irish-American Fertility

The study of fertility in the U.S. in the early twentieth century has, to a large extent, been

directed by the nativist backlash to the immigration wave of the 1890s and 1900s.   Fertility

control among the native population in the face of the purportedly high rates of fertility of the

immigrant population, was viewed as “race suicide.”  The native population, it was argued,

would soon become outnumbered by the “foreign stock” (King and Ruggles 1990).  These

perceptions have led the study of fertility during this era to focus on the differences between

natives and immigrants.  A number of studies, however, disaggregate the immigrant population

by ethnicity and explore the variation in fertility choices within the foreign stock.  The most

comprehensive of these studies is that of Morgan, Watkins, and Ewbank (1994).  These authors

use data from the 1910 U.S. federal census to calculate the age-specific and total fertility rates of

women ages 15 to 49 using the own-child method.  This method uses data on the ages of a

woman’s own children living in her household to establish the timing of births.  Morgan,
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Watkins, and Ewbank find that both first- and second-generation Irish immigrants had lower

total fertility rates than did native women of native parentage.  But these lower rates were due to

the marriage patterns among the Irish: the Irish tended to marry at later ages and a relatively high

fraction never married.  Fertility within marriage was much higher among the Irish than the

native population.  This higher marital fertility remains even after controlling for husband’s

occupation and place of residence in the U.S.  Morgan, Watkins, and Ewbank argue that Irish-

American fertility exhibited a distinct pattern in 1910, different from that of the native

population and different from those of other immigrant groups.  While natives reduced their

fertility by fertility control in marriage, the Irish, it is claimed,  reduced their fertility through

their marriage patterns.  Those who married and had children continued to have large families.

The distinctive Irish pattern found by Morgan, Watkins, and Ewbank would seem to

indicate the prominence of culture in shaping fertility decisions.  But other studies have brought

into question the “distinctiveness”of this pattern.  Foley and Guinnane (1997) argue that the

differences between Irish-American and native marriage patterns were due more to the

differences in population characteristics than to differences in the proclivity to marry.  The Irish

in the U.S. were overwhelmingly urban, and most Irish males held relatively low-paid, low-

status jobs.  Native whites with these characteristics were only slightly more likely to marry than

the Irish-born.

Guest (1982) further brings into question the notion that the Irish were particularly

resistant to fertility control within marriage.  Using data from the 1900 census tabulated by the

Immigration Commission, he shows that the rate of decline in marital fertility between first- and
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second-generation Irish immigrants was similar to that of other immigrant groups.  The Irish

were not, he argues, less receptive to family limitation strategies than other immigrants.

Data

This study examines marital fertility in the U.S. using data from the 1910 U.S. Census of

Population made available through the Integrated Public Microdata Series (IPUMS).  The 1910

IPUMS dataset is a 1-in-250 national random sample of household enumerated in the 1910

census.  Ruggles (1995) discusses the design of this sample in detail.  The 1910 census is

particularly useful for the study of fertility because it asked all ever-married women how many

children they had borne and how many of those children were still alive on the census date.2  

These data can be used to construct measures of fertility as well as measures of infant and child

mortality, a factor with potentially profound effects on fertility decisions.  The 1910 census also

recorded birthplace and mother’s and father’s birthplaces, allowing for the examination of the

fertility patterns of both first- and second-generation Irish immigrants.  Other demographic data

recorded in the census allows us to construct age at marriage, marital duration, and age at

immigration.  The economic information in the census is much more limited.  We only have

information on occupation and home ownership.  The most significant weakness of the census

data for our purposes, however, is the lack of information on religion.  Like all U.S. censuses,

the 1910 census did not collect information on religious affiliation.  Immigrants from Ireland
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included both Catholics and Protestants, although by the late nineteenth century, most Irish

migrants to the U.S. were Catholic.  The absence of data on religion prevents us from separating

out the effects of being Catholic from the effects of being Irish.

In the early twentieth century, fertility patterns in the U.S. exhibited substantial

geographic variation.  Fertility was much higher in rural than in urban areas and in the South

than in the North.  Immigrants were concentrated in the “low fertility” areas: urban areas in the

North.  In 1910, 69 percent of the foreign-born population and 80 percent of the Irish-born

population lived in the urban North.  Therefore, to refine the comparisons between the native

population and the Irish and other immigrant groups, we limit our analysis to households in these

areas.3  We also limit our sample to women in first marriages as we have data on marital duration

only for current marriages.

The Irish did indeed have high marital fertility in 1910.  Figure 1 plots the cumulative

distribution of children ever-born to women who had married before age 30 and had been

married 20 to 29 years in 1910.  The median number of children born to first-generation Irish

immigrants was between 5 and 6 compared to between 2 and 3 for natives of native parentage.4 

What is most striking about Irish-American fertility is the large fraction of very large families. 

Over half of the first-generation Irish had six or more children.  The prevalence of large families

among first generation immigrants was not, however, unique to the Irish.  First generation

German immigrants also had large families and in fact, the incidence of families with nine or
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more children was even higher for first-generation Germans than first-generation Irish. The

fertility of the Irish in America was, however, higher than that of the English.  The cumulative

distribution of children ever born for first-generation English immigrants lies between those of

the natives and first-generation Irish immigrants.  

How different was the marital fertility rate of the Irish in the U.S. from that in Ireland? 

Table 1 explores this question using data from Anderson (1998).   Anderson constructed

measures of marital fertility in Ireland, Scotland, and England/Wales using published tabulations

from the 1911 Fertility Census.  Anderson used the data from the county boroughs as a measure

of “urban” fertility in Ireland and then constructed a measure of “rural” fertility by subtracting

the county borough data from the aggregate data.5  To facilitate the comparison, we consider the

more narrowly defined subset of women who had married between ages 20 and 24 and had been

married 25 to 29 years on the census date.

Irish migrants to the U.S. had smaller families than those who remained in Ireland.  The

mean number of children ever born for migrants to the U.S. was only slightly lower than that of

the urban Irish.   The gap between migrants and the rural Irish, though, was much larger -- a

difference of over one in mean children ever born.  To the extent that migrants to the U.S. came

from rural areas in Ireland, this difference may best capture the change in fertility patterns that

accompanied migration. But even this difference seems small given the contrasts between life in

rural Ireland and the urban U.S.  The difference in mean children ever born between first-

generation Irish immigrants and the native population in the U.S. was over three children.
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Anderson’s data allow us to answer another question:  Was the gap in Irish and English

fertility larger in the U.S. or the United Kingdom?  In terms of the mean number of children ever

born, the gap between rural Ireland and England was larger than that between the Irish and the 

English in the U.S.  But focusing on means obscures other significant differences in fertility

patterns.  What is notable about first-generation English immigrants in the U.S. is the small

fraction with very large families.  Only a third of English migrants to the U.S. had six or more

children compared to over half of women of the same age and marital duration in England.  In

contrast, large families were almost as common among first generation Irish-Americans as

among the rural Irish.

Figure 1 and Table 1 also present data on the fertility of second-generation immigrants. 

Defining second-generation immigrants is complicated by intermarriage.  All three of the

immigrant groups under study here had high rates of intermarriage with the native population

and with other immigrant groups (Pagnini and Morgan 1990).  Here we use the most inclusive

definition of second-generation immigrants: an individual is defined as a second generation

immigrant from country X if at least one of her parents was born in country X.  This definition

leads to some individuals being classified as members of two different immigrant groups.  The

alternative, however, would be to define second-generation immigrants as only those whose

parents had the same nativity or to assume that ethnic identification followed the maternal or

paternal lines.6

Second-generation Irish immigrants had lower marital fertility than first-generation Irish

immigrants.  But the degree of change between generations was in many respects smaller for the
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Irish than for the other immigrant groups under study.  This can best be seen in Figure 1.  The

cumulative distribution of children ever-born for the second-generation English is very close to

that of the native-born of native parentage.  Second-generation Germans still had larger families

than natives but had smaller families than all three groups of first generation immigrants.  In

contrast, the second-generation Irish family size distribution was closest to that of the first-

generation English.

Differences between first- and second-generation immigrants are frequently interpreted

as an indicator of assimilation and we will follow in that tradition.  But a word of caution is in

order here.  Our basic source, the 1910 census, is a cross-section, and we must bear that in mind

in interpreting our findings.  Irish-born people who lived in the United States in 1910, and who

were in their child-bearing years, left Ireland well after the Great Famine of the 1840s. People in

their forties were part of the great wave of emigrants who came in the 1880s, while younger

people left an Ireland that was much more prosperous and calm than had been the case in the

1870s and early 1880s. The second-generation Irish, on the other hand, were the children of

people who left Ireland much earlier in the nineteenth century. Their parents had left an Ireland

that was poorer, and in the cases of some in crisis. They were raised in the United States but of

people whose experience in Ireland was very different from those who constitute our first

generation. The details of German history differ, of course, but something similar has to be born

in mind for those people. German-born people in the United States in 1910 were the product of a

different period in German history. The difference between them and the second-generation in

the United States is not simply generational. 
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Figure 1 and Table 1 are instructive, but we must be careful not to infer too much from

differences in sample means.  The lesson of Foley and Guinnane (1997) is that differences in

demographic behaviors across groups may simply reflect differences in other population

characteristics.  The occupational distribution as well as the geographic distribution of Irish

immigrants were very different than those of the native population and may explain, at least in

part, the higher fertility of the Irish.  The examination of this issue requires the estimation of

multivariate models of fertility choices to which we will turn shortly.  But it is instructive to see

in the raw data whether ethnic differences in fertility survive disaggregation by social class.

Table 2 presents data on the number of children ever born to women who married before

age 30 and had been married 20 to 29 years in 1910 broken down by nativity and husband’s

occupational class.  As the cell sizes indicate, the Irish occupational distribution was skewed

toward unskilled occupations.  But the Irish occupational distribution alone cannot explain the

higher fertility of Irish couples.  In each occupational category, Irish immigrants and their

children had larger families than their native counterparts.  It is also notable that Irish fertility

exhibited a much less pronounced class gradient than native fertility.  The difference in the mean

number of children ever-born between professional and unskilled families was over one child for

the native population but only a half a child for first- and second-generation Americans.

Multivariate Models of Marital Fertility

Testing the distinctiveness of Irish fertility patterns requires estimating multivariate

models of marital fertility.  Such models will allow us to evaluate how much of the differences in

fertility patterns between the Irish and other groups were due to differences in population
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characteristics and how much must be explained by differences in fertility choices conditional on

those characteristics.  Estimating such models presents some challenges, however.  The number

of children ever born to a couple – the information on fertility provided in the census data – is a

non-negative integer or ‘count’ variable. Ordinary least-squares (OLS) models do not respect the

character of such data; OLS models are heteroskedastic and often yield nonsensical predictions

such as -1.45 children ever born. Another problem stems from the likely endogeneity of infant

mortality. The first problem has straightforward solutions; the second, unfortunately, does not.

Count Models

The most commonly-used alternative to OLS for count models is to assume a parametric

(conditional) distribution for the counts and estimate the model by maximum likelihood (ML). 

We employ a version of that strategy here. For each observation in the count representation the

contribution to the likelihood function is P(CEB=k,|X) where CEB is the number of children

born, k is an integer, X is the vector of covariates. These models are consistent with duration

analysis, which is more widespread in the demography literature.  Corresponding to any

distribution of counts is a distribution describing the waiting-times between births. The key

difference is a loss of information: the hazard rate might have been higher or lower in the first

interval than in the second.  The count models assume, implicitly, that the hazard rate was the

same (for a given duration) across all intervals. Count models are in fact the closest analogue to

hazards or event-history models possible given the census data.7
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The most commonly-used parametric distribution for count-data models is the Poisson

distribution. The probability that CEB takes on a given value k is given under the Poisson

distribution by:

where F is the Poisson parameter to estimate. In most studies the covariates are introduced by

the functional form 

ln F = Xβ

The likelihood function is maximized with respect to the βs.

The Poisson distribution, however, has the unfortunate feature that its (conditional) mean

is equal to its (conditional) variance:

This assumption amounts to a strong restriction on the data. In the hazard representation it

amounts to assuming that hazard rates do not depend on duration; in the count representation, it

amounts to a condition rarely satisfied. Like most other historical data on family size, our data

suffer from overdispersion: the variance is substantially higher than the mean.  For Irish-born
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married women ages 55 and younger, the mean of the number of children ever born is 3.8 while

the variance is 9. 

  Researchers have taken several approaches to contending with overdispersion. One is to

use an alternative distribution that allows for more flexibility. The negative binomial distribution

is popular in part because the Poisson model is nested within it. For the negative binomial

distribution, the relationship between the mean and variance is a function of a parameter that

itself is estimated:

E(CEB) = µ

Var(CEB) = (1 + α)µ

When α is equal to zero, the negative binomial simply collapses to the Poisson distribution. 

Testing whether α equals zero is, therefore, a straightforward test of the assumption that the data

are distributed according to the Poisson distribution.

Another approach to dealing with overdispersion is to deal with mass points in the

sample distribution.  Overdispersion in most fertility data is due to excess zeros.  Returning to

the sample of Irish-born women, if we ignore couples with zero children the mean number of

children born is about 4.6 and the variance is 8. These figures still violate the assumptions of the

Poisson model, but the violation is less severe. The econometrics literature has developed two,

parallel approaches to contending with excess zeros: the hurdle model and the splitting model.  

The two models view the source of the overdispersion differently. The hurdle model assumes

that the excess zeros arise because there is some fixed cost associated with the activity that is
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an explanation for Ireland’s late fertility transition).  Fixed costs to childbearing would imply a
relatively small number of women at all of the low parities. 
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counted.  The splitting regime model assumes that the data are drawn from two different

regimes. In one regime the outcome is always zero and cannot be otherwise. In the other regime

it may or may not be zero. 

We believe that in the context of fertility decisions, the splitting model is more

appropriate.  Due to biological reasons, some couples will not be able to have children and will

therefore be in the ‘always-zero’ regime.8  We cannot identify on an individual basis which

couples are in which regime, but with some structure we can estimate the probability that a

couple is in the always-zero regime, and thus the probability that a couple is not in the always-

zero regime. Once we have the probability that a couple is not in the always-zero regime we can

estimate the probability that they have k children following a distribution such as the negative

binomial. In our model we assume that there is a process that determines whether a couple must

always have zero children, and another process that determines, for those who are not in the

always-zero regime, how many children.  For the remainder of our discussion we will refer to the

two regimes as the ‘always zero’ regime and the ‘kernel’ regime.  

It is important to note that even in the kernel regime, some couples will have zero

children.  This model is fully consistent with the arguments made by Morgan (1991) and Tolnay

and Guest (1982) that some of the childlessness during this period was voluntary.  There are two

types of childless couples in this model: those that cannot have children due to biological reasons

and those who choose not to have children.  Identification of the two types of childless couples

arises from functional form assumptions, choice of covariates, or both. It is important to recall
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(both as researcher and as reader) that these models are sensitive to many specification decisions. 

In the empirical work below, we use two variables to identify couples in the always-zero regime:

an indicator for whether the wife was 30 or older at marriage and the number of years by which

the husband’s age exceeds the wife’s.

The great benefit of this approach is that it allows us greater flexibility; it is implausible

that any simple distribution would fit the observed empirical distribution with all the zeros

included, but by making this zero-inflation modification we are in a position to fit more precisely

a distribution that has fewer zeros. By combining the splitting-regime approach with a negative

binomial distribution we are applying two distinct solutions for the excess-dispersion problem

noted in connection with the Poisson distribution. Our splitting model  focuses on the excess-

zeros problem, while the negative binomial allows for excess dispersion above and beyond the

excess zeros. In our discussion below we report ways of testing for the importance of each. 

The log-likelihood function for the zero-inflated model is built up as follows. Let B be

the probability that a couple is in the always zero regime. This is the part of the model estimated

by a binary dependent variable model such as the probit. Couples who have one or more children

contribute (1-B)*Probability(K=k) for k>=1. In words, this is the probability that they are not in

the always zero regime times the probability of having k children if they are in the kernel regime.

Couples who have zero children contribute [(1-B)*Probability(K=0)] + [B]. In words, the first

part of this expression is the probability of not being sterile times the probability of having zero

children from the kernel distribution. The second part, B, is just the chance that the couple is

sterile. We build the likelihood in the usual way by combining observations, and can check that



9 Our estimates were performed using Stata’s ZINB model.  In future work we will
experiment with less heavily-parametric forms of the splitting model.

10See Preston, Ewbank, and Hereward (1994) for further discussion of differences in
infant and child mortality by ethnicity and race in 1910.
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this is a proper likelihood by noting that the conditional probabilities sum to one for each

individual.9

Endogeneity

The second consideration we face is endogeneity of regressors. It is likely that several of

our regressors are endogenous, but the one of most concern is the measure of child mortality.  As

Preston and Haines (1991) have shown, infant and child mortality rates were still quite high in

the U.S. in the early twentieth century.  Table 3 presents data on the mortality experiences of the

women whose fertility experiences were illustrated in Figure 1.  A substantial fraction of these

women had experienced at least one child death.  The mortality experiences of first-generation

immigrants are particularly disturbing: women in these groups lost on average over one-fifth of

their children.10  Child mortality is expected to influence fertility decisions in a variety of ways. 

Perhaps most important is the so-called ‘replacement effect’.  If couples have a desired family

size, we would expect them to ‘replace’ a deceased child with another birth.  Testing for the

replacement effect, therefore, is a test of fertility control.  Variations in this effect would also be

evidence of differences in contraceptive intensity.  For example if the Irish had a weaker

replacement effect than the native population, this is evidence, independent of implied family

sizes, of less fertility control among the Irish.
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Estimating the replacement effect, however, requires dealing with the likely endogeneity

of child mortality.  There are several economic as well as biological connections between

mortality and fertility at the household level that imply that infant and child mortality were likely

endogenous to fertility outcomes. Parents have some control over the survival chances of their

children.  Parents who find it difficult to control births (for whatever reason) may choose to

invest less to protect the health of their offspring, in effect using mortality to reduce family size. 

This link does not require active infanticide; rather, parents may simply not provide as many

health-enhancing resources (such as breastfeeding or supervision, both of which require parental

time) if they are concerned about having too large a family. 

 The usual solution to an endogenous variable is an instrumental-variables approach.

With the appropriate instruments one can purge the regressor of the component that is

endogenous and in effect replace the actual variable with a variable that is only the exogenous

component of the original regressor. The first hurdle is to locate potential instruments. Finding

suitable instruments is always difficult in fertility studies because most variables that affect

mortality can also plausibly affect fertility.  Here we experiment with two types of instruments:

city-level data on average annual death rates and county-level data on mean August temperatures

from 1890 to 1909.  The death rate data come from the Mortality Statistics reports published by

the U.S. Census Bureau following the establishment of the Death Registration Area (DRA) in

1900.  The data on August temperatures comes from the United States Historical Climatology

Network (HCN) Serial Temperature and Precipitation Dataset.11  This dataset provides
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meteorological data for over 1200 weather stations across the U.S.  For some of these stations,

data are available from the mid-nineteenth century forward.  For others though, the data do not

begin until after our period of study.  Households in the census sample were assigned the data

from the weather station in their county or, in the case of a number of large urban counties, from

the weather station in a neighboring county.  

The average annual death rate is meant to capture the variation across cities in the disease

environment due to such factors as climate, sanitation, public health infrastructure, etc.  The

temperature data are intended to capture year to year variation in mortality risks.  Some of the

biggest killers of infants and children in this period were gastro-intestinal diseases.  Hot summer

temperatures which hastened food spoilage and the fermentation of refuse promoted the spread

and intensity of these diseases.  The temperature data are intended to capture more than just the

differences in mortality risk across women living in different cities; the hope is that they will

also capture some of the variation in mortality risk faced by women within a given city.  Women

of different marital durations within a given area had different “exposure periods.”  To the extent

that weather patterns varied over time within that area, the risk of experiencing a child death

varied across women with different exposure periods.  The mean August temperature was

averaged over 5-year periods from 1890 to 1909 and these averages were then interacted with

whether the woman was married during that period.

This instrument strategy suffers from a number of shortcomings.  It is based on the

premise that the exogenous mortality risk faced by a couple is determined by its place of

residence.  This is problematic for a number of reasons.  Although couples cannot control the

weather, they do, within their economic constraints, choose where to live.  In that sense, the



12In this draft of the paper, we have also not dealt with the issue of immigrants who
married in their home country before migrating to the U.S.  For these couples, we could identify
at least time spent in their home country’s mortality regime and time spent in the U.S. mortality
regime.  Only 9 percent of the Irish-born women in our sample had married in Ireland.  But 18
percent of the German-born and 28 percent of the English born women had married before
migrating.
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instruments are not exogenous to household decisions.  Also, conditional on weather patterns,

our strategy assumes that mortality risk in a given city was constant over time.  In the decades

around the turn of the century, however, cities were investing in public health measures and

infrastructure that lowered mortality risk.  A woman married in 1880 in Philadelphia was likely

exposed to a very different mortality regime in the early days of her marriage than a woman

married in Philadelphia in 1905.   More troubling though is the application of this strategy to the

census data.  First, we only know where a couple lived on the census date.  A couple which

married in Boston in 1900 and moved to Chicago in 1909 will be assigned the same mortality

risk as a couple who spent the entire decade in Chicago.12

The most significant drawback to these instruments though is that they exist for only a

subset of the census sample.  The mortality data are available only for cities in the DRA.  Entry

in the DRA required that a city had at least 90 percent coverage and a uniform death certificate. 

As Preston and Haines (1991) have demonstrated, the DRA in 1900 was not representative of the

nation as a whole.  The DRA provided better coverage of the urban North than other regions, but

even here, coverage is not complete.  Moreover, linking city-level data to the IPUMS dataset

forces us to exclude all couples living in small towns since city of residence is identified in the

IPUMS data only for households living in cities with populations of 25,000 or more.  Likewise

the weather data are not available for all households in the sample.  Not all counties are covered



13Although the HCN includes weather stations in a number of the major metropolitan
areas, it is biased towards less urban areas.  At this stage, we have linked the census data from a
number of urban counties to weather stations in neighboring counties.  In future work, we likely
will use GIS technology to link all households to the nearest weather station.
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by the weather stations included in the HCN dataset and not all of the included weather stations

were in operation over the entire period of study.13  Using these instruments forces us to sacrifice

data and in the process, lose some of the variation in our sample.

Using instrumental variables also presents an econometric problem. There is an implied

constraint between our dependent variable (CEB) and the endogenous variable (the number of

children who have died). Any instrumental-variable type approach runs the risk of implying

predicted values for the right-hand side variable that violate the constraint; we could, for

example, have observations where the first-stage regression implies the couple had eight

surviving children, although they only had six births. There are several approaches to dealing

with that problem at work in the econometrics literature but for now we just report a very simple

and clearly inadequate specification that relies on a tobit model of the proportion of children who

died.  By using the proportion rather than number of children who died and using the tobit model

which takes into account the censoring of this variable at zero and one, this specification forces

the first stage predictions to meet the constraint.  This two-step procedure implies that the

standard errors in the count model are not correct, but we have not yet corrected them.

The Pooled Model

We begin by pooling the data for natives and the three immigrant groups and estimating 

a relatively parsimonious model of fertility which includes indicators for ethnicity.  This model
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obscures some of the ethnic differences in fertility behavior because it does not allow ethnicity to

interact with other factors.  For instance, it does not allow the effects of class to differ between

the Irish and the native-born.  But this model does provide a straightforward way of evaluating

ethnic differences in fertility behavior relative to class differences in fertility behavior.

The basic model allows fertility behavior to vary with mortality experience, ages at

marriage, marital duration, social class, and place of residence.  Marital duration is entered as a

third-order polynomial to allow fertility behavior to vary over time within a marriage.  As noted

above, the 1910 census did not record data on income or wealth.  Hence, we include husband’s

occupational class and home ownership as proxies for social class.  The place of residence

variables include an indicator for living in a large city (population 500,000 or more) and

indicators for census region.

The population census did not collect data on the characteristic that figures most

prominently in discussions of fertility in this era: religion.  Catholics, it is claimed, had larger

families than Protestants.  The evidence in support of this view, however, is less overwhelming

than one might think.  We cannot examine directly the role of religion on fertility using the

census data.  We can, however, ask a somewhat related question: Did a couple’s fertility

behavior vary with the size of the Catholic population in its area?  The Census Bureau conducted

a census of religious bodies in 1906 collecting information on membership and the value of

church property by denomination.  The Census Bureau tabulated and published these data for

counties and cities with populations of 25,000 or more.  The ICPSR has coded all of the county-

level data on membership.  These data combined with data on total population from the 1910

census can be used to construct a “percent Catholic” variable.  This variable could be thought of



14Guinnane, Moehling, and Ó Gráda (2001) find that fertility behavior in suburban
Dublin in 1911 varied with the fraction of couples on one’s street who were Protestant.  Couples
on predominately Protestant streets had smaller families than those who lived on Catholic streets.

15The estimated effects of marital duration are sensitive to the inclusion of marriages of
short durations due in part to the issue of pre-marital conceptions. 
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as a proxy for religious affiliation.  One could think of it as representing the probability that a

couple is Catholic.  A more compelling justification for its inclusion, though, is that it will

capture “neighborhood effects.”  If Catholics really did have higher fertility, the social norm in

Catholic areas would be to have larger families.  Couples in these areas, regardless of their own

religious affiliation, might accordingly have more children ever-born.14

We limit the sample to couples consisting of two native-born whites of native parentage

and couples in which at least one of the spouses was an Irish, German, or English immigrant.  In

the tables above, we considered fertility differences by the wife’s nativity only.  But in the

estimated model, we allow for both husband’s and wife’s nativity to affect fertility decisions. 

The sample is further restricted to couples married five or more years and to couples in which

the wife is age 55 or younger.15

Table 4 presents the estimated marginal effects from two models: one in which no

account is made for the likely endogeneity of child mortality and the other which implements the

two-stage procedure described above.  The marginal effects represent the derivatives with

respect to the regressors of the expected number of children ever-born evaluated at the sample

means.  For indicator variables such as the nativity variables, the reported effect represents the

change in the expected number of children ever-born due to the discrete change from 0 to 1.  For

instance, the reported effect for the indicator that the wife was a first-generation Irish immigrant
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represents the difference in the expected number of children ever born between a couple with an

Irish wife and the reference couple of two native-born whites of native parentage.

The first thing to note is that the instrumenting procedure has an impact only on the

estimated effect of the child mortality variable.  Instrumenting for the proportion of children

deceased reduces the point estimate of its marginal effect and increases the standard error.  To

translate the marginal effect of this variable into an estimate of the “replacement effect” – the

effect on the number of births of the death of one child – the marginal effect must be divided by

the mean number of children ever-born.  In our sample, the mean number of children ever-born

is 2.9.   The no-instrument model yields a statistically significant replacement effect of 0.67: for

every three children who died, two more were born.  The two stage procedure produces an

estimated replacement effect of 0.42 but this effect is not statistically different from zero.  The

imprecision of this estimate may be evidence that there was no replacement effect during this

period.  The strong relationship found in the no-instrument model could be just be due to the

endogeneity of child mortality.  But the imprecision could also reflect the problems inherent in

our instrumenting strategy.  The silver lining here is that the estimated effects of the other

variables are very similar in the two models.  This suggests that the endogeneity of the child

mortality variable is not leading to biased estimates of these other effects.

What is clear from both models, however, is that there were substantial ethnic differences

in fertility behavior.  Even after controlling for ages at marriage, marital duration, occupational

status, and place of residence, immigrants had larger families than natives.  Ethnic differences

were even larger than class differences.  Ceteris paribus, professional workers had 0.4 fewer

children than unskilled workers; native women had 0.9 fewer children than Irish women.  To
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truly see the impact of nativity on fertility, however, we need to consider the impact of the

husband’s and wife’s nativity together.  The estimates indicate that couples in which both

husband and wife were first-generation immigrants had on average two more children than

native couples, holding all else equal.

But it was not just the Irish who had large families.  The fertility gap between first-

generation Germans and natives was almost as large as that between the first-generation Irish

and the natives.  First-generation German couples had 1.8 more children than native couples. 

Even first-generation English couples had on average one more child than native couples. What

appears to be exceptional to the Irish, however, was the degree to which this higher fertility

persisted to the second generation.  Fertility did fall between the first- and second-generation of

Irish immigrants but not as much as it did between the first- and second-generations of German

and English immigrants.

Although the pooled models are useful for illustrating the relative size of ethnic

differences in fertility, they provide a potentially obscured view of the way ethnicity affects

fertility behavior.  These models allow ethnicity to have only “level effects.”  The implicit

assumption of these models is that other factors such as marital duration and social class have the

same effect regardless of ethnicity.  Given the large ethnic differences in fertility levels

observed, this assumption seems suspect.  To fully explore ethnic variation in fertility behavior

we must estimate separate models for the four ethnic groups.
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Ethnic-Specific Models

The ethnic-specific models include the same basic set of regressors as the pooled models. 

The models for the immigrant groups, though, include three additional variables: indicators for

whether the husband or wife immigrated as children (younger than age 18), and the percent of

the population in the county who were first-generation immigrants of a couple’s own ethnic

group.  These variables are intended to probe more deeply into the process of assimilation:  Did

immigrants who spent part of their formative years in the U.S. have lower fertility than those

who arrived in the U.S. as adults?  Was immigrant fertility higher in areas where immigrants

were concentrated and perhaps had less contact with the native-born population?

Tables 5-8 present the models estimated separately by ethnic group.  The instrumenting

procedure for child mortality had the same effect on the ethnic-specific models as it did on the

pooled model: it increased the standard errors on the estimated effect of the proportion of

children deceased while having little impact on the other estimates.  To save space, only the

results of the two-stage models are presented.

The first conclusion that emerges is that despite the large ethnic differences in fertility

found in the pooled models, all of these groups were exerting some fertility control in 1910.  All

four groups exhibited class differentials in fertility.  White collar workers had smaller families

than blue collar workers, regardless of ethnicity.  Moreover, the sizes of these effects were

surprisingly similar across the groups.  The difference in fertility between unskilled workers and

professionals was 0.41 for the Irish compared to 0.46 for the native-born.  

But ethnic differences in fertility were due to more than just level effects.  All three of the

immigrant group models reveal deviations from the native model.  But the deviations are largest
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for the Irish model.  The effects of three variables in particular stand out when comparing the

Irish model to the other models.  The first is marital duration. The relationship between marital

duration and children ever-born is different for each of the four groups, but at shorter durations,

it is much steeper for the Irish than the other groups.  At a marital duration of 10 years, the

marginal effect is 0.25 for the Irish compared to only 0.18 for the Germans and English and 0.12

for natives.  The effect of home ownership is also much different for the Irish.  Owning a home

increases the expected number of children ever-born by almost half a child for the Irish but has

no effect on the other groups.  This is somewhat surprising in that if one interprets home

ownership as a measure of wealth, it indicates that for the Irish, fertility was increasing with

wealth.  The usual story is that wealth and children are substitutes and therefore the number of

children should be decreasing with wealth.  But this finding for the Irish suggests that wealth

accumulation, at least in the form of home ownership, was complementary to having large

families. Finally, the impact of the husband having no occupation reported in the census was

much larger for the Irish than other groups.  For the Irish, it reduced the number of children ever

born by 1.4.

Tables 5-8 establish that the Irish fertility model was different from the models for the

other three groups, particularly the native-born, but to what extent did these differences

contribute to the observed differences in fertility patterns?  Part of the difference in family size

between the Irish and the natives was due to differences in population characteristics and part

was due to the differences in the effects of these characteristics on fertility.  We want to

determine the relative sizes of those two parts.  The method we use is to construct



16To make the comparison explicit, we consider couples in which both spouses were first-
generation immigrants who immigrated as adults.  “Irish means” represent the mean
characteristics for this subset of the Irish sample.
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counterfactuals asking: What would native fertility have been had natives had the same

population characteristics as the Irish and vice versa?

Figure 2 plots the predicted cumulative distributions of children ever-born for first-

generation Irish couples and native couples using the mean characteristics of these groups and

both the Irish and native models.16  The solid lines plot the predicted cumulative distributions for

the factual populations: the native means were used with the native coefficients and the Irish

means with the Irish coefficients.  The dashed lines plot the predicted cumulative distributions

for the counterfactual populations.  These predicted distributions indicate that almost all of the

difference in fertility between the natives and the Irish was due to differences in fertility

behavior conditional on other population characteristics rather than to the differences in these

other population characteristics.  The distribution for the counterfactual population generated by

the coefficients of the Irish model and native-born population characteristics lies only slightly

above the distribution for the factual Irish population, implying that giving the Irish the same

population characteristics as the native population would have had little effect on the size

distribution of Irish families.  Likewise, the distribution for the counterfactual population

generated by the coefficients from the native model and Irish population characteristics lies only

slightly below the distribution for the factual Irish population, implying that giving natives the

same population characteristics as the Irish would have had little effect on the size distribution of

native families.
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Figures 3 and 4 repeat this exercise for German and English immigrants. For these groups

as well, the deviation from native fertility patterns was driven to a large extent by differences in

fertility patterns conditional on other population characteristics.  But the impact of differences in

population characteristics was also significant.  The gap between the distribution generated by

the immigrant model using immigrant characteristics and the counterfactual distribution

generated by the immigrant model using native characteristics can be thought of as the difference

in fertility behavior driven by differences in population characteristics.  The remaining gap

between the counterfactual distribution and the distribution generated by the native model using

native characteristics can be thought of as the difference in fertility behavior driven by

differences in fertility behavior conditional on other characteristics.  For both the Germans and

the English, differences in fertility models accounted for larger portions of the deviation from the

native distribution than did differences in population characteristics.  But in contrast to what we

find for the Irish, differences in population characteristics did matter.  Even if the Germans and

the English had adhered to the same fertility model as the natives, the Germans and the English

would have had larger families.

The fertility patterns of Irish immigrants were much different than those of natives and

other immigrant groups with similarly long histories of immigration to the U.S., but now we turn

to the question raised by Guest (1982): Were the Irish less receptive to fertility control and

slower to adapt to their new environment than other immigrant groups?  We begin by looking at

the same measure examined by Guest: the difference in fertility between first- and second-

generation immigrants.  Here the results are somewhat mixed.  The wife being second generation

reduced expected family size slightly more for the Irish than for the Germans.  But while the
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husband being second generation further reduced German fertility, it had no effect on Irish

fertility.  The estimates for the English indicate no difference between first- and second-

generation fertility after controlling for other characteristics.

Another measure of adaptation is the degree to which the fertility of those who

immigrated as children differed from the fertility of those who immigrated as adults.  Here the

Irish seem more receptive to change than the other immigrant groups.  Only for the Irish does the

age at immigration have any effect on fertility behavior.  But again the effect works only through

the wife.  Couples in which the wife immigrated as a child had 0.43 fewer children than other

Irish couples, ceteris paribus.

The percent of the population in the county that was first-generation immigrants of one’s

ethnic group had no effect on fertility for any of the three groups.  This may be due to the fact

that the county is too large of a geographic area to look for such an effect.  The same logic can

be applied to explain why the percent Catholic variable has little explanatory power in the

estimated models.  Only for the Germans does the effect of this variable reach the threshold of

statistical significance at a 10 percent level and this effect is negative, implying that Germans in

“more Catholic” areas had lower fertility.  To examine the role of community characteristics on

fertility behavior, we really require data on the population characteristics of the town or even

better, neighborhood in which a couple lives.   

Conclusion

This study is preliminary, and we have indicated throughout avenues we intend to pursue

and explore to sharpen and clarify our results. But three main features of our results stand out
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and are noteworthy. We began by noting that Ireland’s late and feeble participation in the

European fertility transition had created a scholarly consensus (not backed by any serious

research) to the effect that the Irish did not limit family size because of the influence of the

Roman Catholic Church. Casual references tried to buttress this view by claiming that Irish-

Americans also had extremely large families. Recently several economic historians have noted

that this position is inconsistent with both the data on family sizes in Ireland and with the small

differences in fertility between Catholics and Protestants in Ireland. Our first finding continues

the new trend that challenges the claim that the Irish did not control their fertility: Irish-

Americans had smaller families than both the rural and the urban Irish and their fertility patterns

show clear evidence of fertility control.

Second, we confirm that even though they were controlling their fertility, Irish-

Americans still had relatively large families, compared to people born in the United States. This

difference reflects class and other differences to only a very small extent.  Conditional on

characteristics, Irish-Americans made different fertility choices than the native-born.

Our third result deals with our “other” comparison groups, German and English

immigrants to the United States. We followed these groups throughout our analysis because of a

concern that focus on a single immigrant group would lead us to confuse the effects of being

Irish with the effects of being an immigrant. We found that in many ways the Germans paralleled

the Irish.  Like the Irish, both first- and second-generation Germans had larger families than the

native-born.  But the Germans differed from the Irish in the sources of this distinctiveness: an

important source of the higher German fertility was that they had occupational and other traits

that were associated with higher fertility even in the native population.
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 Irish-Americans in 1910 came from a country of very high marital fertility. They

reduced their family sizes in the United States, but comparatively little. And the underlying

causes of their large families in the U.S. were unusual, even when compared to other high-

fertility immigrants. Ireland’s reputation as a complete demographic oddity was unwarranted, as

we are learning, but even when they acted like others it seems to have been for different reasons.
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Table 1.–Fertility by Place of Residence and Wife’s Nativity, 1910/1911
 Wife’s Age at Marriage 20 to 24,  Marital Durations of 25 to 29 Years

N
Mean

 Children Ever-Born
% 2 or fewer

children
% 6 or more

children

Urban Ireland 6.91 0.13 0.66
Rural Ireland 7.69 0.10 0.76

England/Wales 5.83 0.19 0.51

United States – Urban North
Native-born, native parentage 248 3.38 0.46 0.20

Irish --1st generation 54 6.48 0.15 0.69
Irish -- 2nd generation 60 4.92 0.18 0.40

English -- 1st generation 30 5.03 0.23 0.33
English -- 2nd generation 29 3.28 0.45 0.17

German -- 1st generation 110 6.55 0.13 0.61
German -- 2nd generation 114 4.25 0.28 0.27

Source: Anderson (1998); 1910 IPUMS sample.
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Table 2.-- Fertility by Wife’s Nativity and Husband’s Occupation, 1910
 Wife’s Age at Marriage 20 to 24, Marital Duration 20 to 29 Years

N
Mean

Children Ever Born
% zero
children

% 2 or fewer
children

% 6 or more
children

Native
professional 353 3.09 0.10 0.47 0.13
clerk 216 2.78 0.13 0.54 0.12
skilled 256 3.96 0.05 0.34 0.26
unskilled 283 4.18 0.08 0.36 0.33
agriculture 54 4.20 0.06 0.28 0.28
none reported 33 2.91 0.15 0.55 0.21

Irish – 1st generation
professional 23 5.30 0.04 0.22 0.57
clerk 10 5.50 0.00 0.00 0.60
skilled 45 5.80 0.07 0.16 0.62
unskilled 107 5.85 0.09 0.19 0.58
agriculture 8 6.50 0.00 0.00 0.63
none reported 4 4.75 0.00 0.25 0.50

Irish – 2nd generation
professional 67 4.72 0.04 0.21 0.34
clerk 31 3.42 0.10 0.42 0.19
skilled 82 4.74 0.07 0.21 0.37
unskilled 116 5.22 0.07 0.22 0.47
agriculture 6 4.17 0.33 0.33 0.50
none reported 6 2.00 0.17 0.50 0.00

English – 1st generation
professional 22 4.05 0.14 0.36 0.23
clerk 4 4.50 0.00 0.25 0.25
skilled 49 4.69 0.06 0.27 0.33
unskilled 57 5.63 0.07 0.23 0.49
agriculture 2 4.00 0.00 0.50 0.50
none reported 3 6.33 0.00 0.00 0.33
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Table 2. – Continued

N
Mean

Children Ever Born
% zero
children

% 2 or fewer
children

% 6 or more
children

English – 2nd generation
professional 37 3.03 0.11 0.38 0.03
clerk 29 2.41 0.17 0.59 0.14
skilled 36 4.14 0.06 0.33 0.22
unskilled 25 4.28 0.04 0.20 0.20
agriculture 1 3.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
none reported 2 2.50 0.00 0.50 0.00

German – 1st generation
professional 66 5.23 0.03 0.20 0.39
clerk 20 3.45 0.15 0.35 0.15
skilled 109 5.78 0.06 0.13 0.56
unskilled 185 6.81 0.02 0.14 0.62
agriculture 7 6.14 0.00 0.14 0.57
none reported 16 5.69 0.00 0.13 0.50

German – 2nd generation
professional 119 4.16 0.05 0.32 0.24
clerk 63 3.51 0.06 0.38 0.19
skilled 124 4.40 0.05 0.29 0.35
unskilled 128 4.45 0.04 0.28 0.32
agriculture 5 4.80 0.00 0.20 0.20
none reported 17 2.88 0.18 0.47 0.18
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Table 3.-- Infant and Child Mortality by Mother’s Nativity, 1910
Wife’s Age at Marriage 20 to 24, Marital Duration 20 to 29 Years

N
% with any 

dead children
proportion of
 children dead

Native-born, native parentage 1195 0.40 0.15

Irish --1st generation 197 0.65 0.24
Irish -- 2nd generation 308 0.49 0.18

English -- 1st generation 403 0.63 0.22
English -- 2nd generation 456 0.49 0.18

German -- 1st generation 137 0.56 0.23
German -- 2nd generation 130 0.38 0.14
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Table 4.-- Zero Inflated Negative Binomial Model of Children Ever-Born, Pooled Sample
No instruments Two stage procedure

Mean St. Dev. dy/dx St. Err. dy/dx St. Err.
Proportion children dead 0.14 0.24 1.927 0.393 1.218 1.602 
Wife's age at marriage 22.37 4.32 -0.067 0.010 -0.062 0.011 
Husband's age at marriage 26.35 5.50 -0.031 0.008 -0.031 0.008 
Marital duration 15.93 7.97 0.383 0.047 0.396 0.049 
Marital duration- sqr. /10 31.72 28.90 -0.119 0.027 -0.123 0.028 
Marital duration- cbd. /100 72.97 92.88 0.013 0.005 0.014 0.005 
Husband's occupation:
     Professional 0.22 0.41 -0.420 0.074 -0.428 0.108 
     Clerical 0.16 0.37 -0.560 0.077 -0.575 0.101 
     Skilled 0.26 0.44 -0.023 0.066 -0.038 0.084 
     Agricultural 0.01 0.10 0.173 0.232 0.144 0.232 
     None reported 0.02 0.13 -0.520 0.164 -0.571 0.188 
Home ownership 0.34 0.47 0.066 0.066 0.048 0.062 
Wife’s nativity:
     Irish – 1st generation 0.09 0.29 0.852 0.185 0.964 0.202 
     Irish – 2nd generation 0.14 0.35 0.579 0.117 0.607 0.148 
     German – 1st generation 0.13 0.34 0.940 0.147 0.964 0.167 
     German – 2nd generation 0.18 0.39 0.346 0.108 0.317 0.108 
     English – 1st generation 0.05 0.22 0.658 0.197 0.729 0.236 
     English – 2nd generation 0.05 0.22 0.221 0.163 0.204 0.167 
     Other immigrant group 0.05 0.22 0.080 0.157 0.119 0.176 
Husband’s nativity:
     Irish – 1st generation 0.08 0.28 1.182 0.184 1.119 0.203 
     Irish – 2nd generation 0.12 0.32 0.974 0.137 0.977 0.138 
     German – 1st generation 0.15 0.35 0.855 0.140 0.843 0.145 
     German – 2nd generation 0.16 0.36 0.430 0.110 0.414 0.115 
     English – 1st generation 0.06 0.23 0.577 0.178 0.543 0.186 
     English – 2nd generation 0.07 0.25 0.154 0.139 0.111 0.141 
     Other immigrant group 0.07 0.25 0.504 0.148 0.502 0.152 
Percent Catholic 0.23 0.09 -0.352 0.327 -0.324 0.340 
Large city (500,000 +) 0.46 0.50 -0.154 0.057 -0.117 0.066 
Midwest 0.34 0.47 0.035 0.061 0.018 0.067 
West 0.09 0.29 -0.344 0.101 -0.350 0.105 

Wife age 30 + at marriage 0.07 0.26 -0.393 0.127 -0.466 0.118 
Diff. spouse's ages at marr. 3.98 4.77 -0.003 0.003 -0.003 0.003 

ln (alpha) -2.439 1.382 -2.398 1.173 
alpha 0.087 0.121 0.91 0.107 

No. of obs. 4963

Notes: Sample restricted to couples married five or more years in which both spouses were native-born
whites of native parentage or in which at least one spouse was an Irish, German, or English immigrant
(first or second generation).  Two stage procedure uses city average death rates and county-level data on
mean August temperatures to instrument for proportion of children dead.
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Table 5.-- Zero Inflated Negative Binomial Model of Children Ever-Born, Native Couples

Two-stage procedure
Mean St. Dev. dy/dx St. Err.

Proportion children dead 0.12 0.24 1.620 2.160 
Wife's age at marriage 22.02 4.35 -0.043 0.021 
Husband's age at marriage 26.04 5.65 -0.043 0.015 
Marital duration 15.64 8.14 0.289 0.086 
Marital duration- sqr. /10 31.08 29.85 -0.102 0.046 
Marital duration- cbd. /100 72.26 97.6 0.013 0.008 
Husband's occupation:
     Professional 0.27 0.44 -0.457 0.174 
     Clerical 0.24 0.42 -0.478 0.187 
     Skilled 0.23 0.42 -0.159 0.134 
     Agricultural 0.01 0.10 0.600 0.491 
     None reported 0.02 0.13 0.017 0.480 
Home ownership 0.34 0.47 -0.027 0.110 
Percent Catholic 0.2 0.10 -0.837 0.635 
Large city (500,000 +) 0.34 0.47 -0.086 0.126 
Midwest 0.29 0.46 0.032 0.122 
West 0.14 0.34 -0.019 0.167 

Wife age 30 + at marriage 0.07 0.25 -0.502 0.203 
Diff. spouse's ages at marr. 4.02 4.75 -0.002 0.009 

ln (alpha) -2.069 2.311 

alpha 0.126 0.292 

No. of obs. 1179 

Notes: Sample restricted to couples married at least five years in which both spouses were native-born
whites of native parentage.  Two stage procedure uses city average death rates and county-level data on
mean August temperatures to instrument for proportion of children dead.
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Table 6.-- Zero Inflated Negative Binomial Model of Children Ever-Born, Irish Couples

Two stage procedure
Mean St. Dev. dy/dx St. Err.

Proportion children dead 0.17 0.25 0.704 2.252 
Wife's age at marriage 22.81 4.48 -0.072 0.020 
Husband's age at marriage 26.64 5.43 -0.023 0.014 
Marital duration 15.90 7.79 0.589 0.102 
Marital duration- sqr. /10 31.33 28.21 -0.201 0.056 
Marital duration- cbd. /100 71.18 90.94 0.022 0.010 
Husband's occupation:
     Professional 0.18 0.38 -0.405 0.197 
     Clerical 0.14 0.34 -0.282 0.160 
     Skilled 0.25 0.43 0.094 0.157 
     Agricultural 0.02 0.13 -0.003 0.355 
     None reported 0.01 0.11 -1.390 0.423 
Home ownership 0.28 0.45 0.431 0.127 
Wife second generation 0.48 0.50 -0.631 0.187 
Husband second generation 0.40 0.49 -0.027 0.181 
Wife native 0.08 0.28 -1.048 0.230 
Husband native 0.12 0.32 -0.674 0.227 
Wife other immigrant group 0.13 0.33 -0.538 0.193 
Husband other imm. group 0.19 0.39 -0.527 0.170 
Wife age at immigration < 18 0.20 0.40 -0.431 0.168 
Husband age at imm. < 18 0.16 0.37 0.169 0.170 
Percent Catholic 0.26 0.08 0.864 0.936 
Percent Irish 0.05 0.02 -2.116 4.242 
Large city (500,000 +) 0.50 0.50 -0.048 0.164 
Midwest 0.22 0.42 -0.176 0.199 
West 0.07 0.25 -0.428 0.248 

Wife age 30 + at marriage 0.09 0.28 -0.694 0.240 
Diff. spouse's ages at marr. 3.83 4.73 -0.004 0.006 

ln (alpha) -2.828 4.208 

alpha 0.059 0.249 

No. of obs. 1457 

Notes: Sample restricted to couples married five or more years in which at least one spouse was an Irish
immigrant (first or second generation).  Two stage procedure uses city average death rates and county-
level data on mean August temperatures to instrument for proportion of children dead.
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Table 7.-- Zero Inflated Negative Binomial Model of Children Ever-Born, German Couples

Two stage procedure
Mean St. Dev. dy/dx St. Err.

Proportion children dead 0.14 0.22 3.701 2.573 
Wife's age at marriage 22.18 4.09 -0.080 0.018 
Husband's age at marriage 26.39 5.48 -0.017 0.015 
Marital duration 16.14 8.02 0.321 0.086 
Marital duration- sqr. /10 32.48 29.08 -0.078 0.049 
Marital duration- cbd. /100 75.19 92.87 0.005 0.008 
Husband's occupation:
     Professional 0.23 0.42 -0.310 0.183 
     Clerical 0.13 0.34 -0.651 0.179 
     Skilled 0.27 0.45 0.037 0.128 
     Agricultural 0.01 0.08 0.297 0.676 
     None reported 0.02 0.15 -0.476 0.263 
Home ownership 0.39 0.49 -0.043 0.128 
Wife second generation 0.45 0.50 -0.514 0.188 
Husband second generation 0.39 0.49 -0.304 0.151 
Wife native 0.09 0.29 -0.806 0.201 
Husband native 0.10 0.30 -0.777 0.160 
Wife other immigrant group 0.13 0.34 -0.685 0.155 
Husband other imm. group 0.14 0.35 -0.252 0.147 
Wife age at immigration < 18 0.20 0.40 -0.112 0.153 
Husband age at imm. < 18 0.19 0.39 -0.077 0.149 
Percent Catholic 0.23 0.08 -0.980 0.591 
Percent German 0.07 0.03 1.544 1.665 
Large city (500,000 +) 0.52 0.50 -0.162 0.102 
Midwest 0.49 0.50 0.077 0.126 
West 0.07 0.26 -0.585 0.178 

Wife age 30 + at marriage 0.05 0.23 -0.161 0.221 
Diff. spouse's ages at marr. 4.22 4.86 -0.005 0.004 

ln (alpha) -2.436 1.849 

alpha 0.088 0.162 

No. of obs. 1994 

Notes: Sample restricted to couples married five years or more in which at least one spouse was a German
immigrant (first or second generation).  Two stage procedure uses city average death rates and county-
level data on mean August temperatures to instrument for proportion of children dead.
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Table 8.-- Zero Inflated Negative Binomial Model of Children Ever-Born, English Couples

Two stage procedure
Mean St. Dev. dy/dx St. Err.

Proportion children dead 0.14 0.23 3.309 2.226 
Wife's age at marriage 22.52 4.47 -0.064 0.029 
Husband's age at marriage 26.19 5.41 -0.019 0.021 
Marital duration 15.94 7.90 0.546 0.140 
Marital duration- sqr. /10 31.64 28.44 -0.237 0.077 
Marital duration- cbd. /100 72.35 89.89 0.036 0.013 
Husband's occupation:
     Professional 0.19 0.39 -0.216 0.227 
     Clerical 0.18 0.38 -0.641 0.240 
     Skilled 0.27 0.44 0.096 0.202 
     None reported 0.01 0.12 -0.377 0.494 
Home ownership 0.29 0.45 -0.053 0.185 
Wife second generation 0.32 0.47 -0.132 0.282 
Husband second generation 0.45 0.50 0.127 0.201 
Wife native 0.13 0.33 -0.923 0.304 
Husband native 0.16 0.37 -0.643 0.198 
Wife other immigrant group 0.23 0.42 -0.302 0.214 
Husband other imm. group 0.14 0.35 -0.134 0.238 
Wife age at immigration < 18 0.20 0.40 0.020 0.211 
Husband age at imm. < 18 0.17 0.37 0.220 0.242 
Percent Catholic 0.24 0.09 -1.203 0.964 
Percent English 0.02 0.02 3.777 5.589 
Large city (500,000 +) 0.43 0.50 -0.198 0.156 
Midwest 0.24 0.43 -0.282 0.198 
West 0.10 0.30 -0.548 0.271 

Wife age 30 + at marriage 0.08 0.28 -0.449 0.351 
Diff. spouse's ages at marr. 3.67 4.49 -1.1E-08 0 

ln (alpha) -1.995 1.321 

alpha 0.136 0.180 

No. of obs. 763 

Notes: Sample restricted to couples married five years or more  in which at least one spouse was an
English immigrant (first or second generation).  Two stage procedure uses city average death rates and
county-level data on mean August temperatures to instrument for proportion of children dead.
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Figure 1: Fertility in the 1910 Census
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Figure 2: Native vs. Irish Fertility
Predictions from Count Models

Notes: Predictions calculated using coefficients from two-stage models.  Irish means represent
the means for the subset of couples in which both spouses are first-generation immigrants who
immigrated as adults.
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Figure 3: Native vs. German Fertility
Predictions from Count Models

Notes: Predictions calculated using coefficients from two-stage models.  German means
represent the means for the subset of couples in which both spouses are first-generation
immigrants who immigrated as adults.
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Figure 4: Native vs. English Fertility
Predictions from Count Models

Notes: Predictions calculated using coefficients from two-stage models.  English means
represent the means for the subset of couples in which both spouses are first-generation
immigrants who immigrated as adults.


